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MAXIMUM
FORTUNE



When a bet is placed anywhere in the base game, the MAXI-
MUM FORTUNE SIDE BET will become available to play.

At the end of the bet time, the bet area(s) can have their odds 
raised at random.
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Bet on the MAXIMUM FORTUNE SIDE BET by touching the side 
bet area, or by simply pressing the PLAYER BUTTON.

[ ODDS UP ]
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If the dice outcome matches the bet area where the pot has 
appeared, the pot will open and  the bonus level will be unveiled.
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※The odds up feature does not apply to the MAXIMUM FORTUNE SIDE  BET,
　even if the pot appears on a bet area where the odds are raised.
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[ MAXIMUM FORTUNE SIDEBET ]
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[ HOW TO PLAY ]

[ BET ]

Choose your chip and place 
your bet on the predicted area 
within the time limit.

SICBO (BONUS JACKPOT MAXIMUM FORTUNE) is a game to predict the outcome or 
the combination of the roll of 3 dice. Anyone can easily play the game by simply 
touching the screen at each player terminal.  

When bet time is over, the 
floating dice will drop and the 
dice will be rolled.

Win amounts are rewarded 
based on the betting positions 
and bets.

[ DICE DROP ]

[ RESULTS ]




